The Pleasures of Perception: Aspects of Art History, Circa 1300 to 1900 10-part lecture series by Jan Edmonds 95 Single Lecture/CCA Members $48

Jan 20 through Feb 24
** BRAVE NEW WORLD **
The genius of Grotto, the leap from the Middle Ages into the Renaissance.
The Earthly Paradise
The Discovery of Pompeii
The Rococo and the good life in the 18th century.
Some SantaFe Affinities
March/April Lectures

- ** Jan 30 from 5:30 to 6:30pm **
- ** Glorious Excess **
- ** The Pinnacle of Perfection **

Pleasure and Privilege:
The Renaissance and the Northern sensibility.

- ** Feb 6 from 5:30 to 6:30pm **
- ** Details and Demons **

The Northern Renaissance and the Northern sensibility.

- ** Feb 20 from 5:30 to 6:30pm **
- ** The Northern Renaissance and the Northern sensibility. **

The Northern Renaissance and the Northern sensibility.

Canaletto's The Earthly Paradise
The Art of the European 18th century.

Upcoming Events
- ** Campfire Diary by Roger Shimmomura **
- ** Fred Ho's Afro-Asian Trio **
- ** Fred Ho's Afro-Asian Trio **

The Pinnacle of Perfection
The Genius of Grotto, the leap from the Middle Ages into the Renaissance.

cca is located at 1614 Paseo de Peralta.

- ** Jan 24 & 26 at 7:30pm **
- ** Friday Music/Dance **

Ticket prices range from $8 for members to $9 for non-members. For information on how you can join the excitement, please call 505-982-1373. CCA is partially funded by the 1% lodging tax and the City of Santa Fe Arts Commission.